### What to Bring
- Linens/bedding (Twin XL), towels, pillows
- Toiletries, toilet paper, paper towels, hangers
- Laundry detergent, laundry basket or bag
- Cleaning supplies
- Garbage & recycling cans, garbage bags (recycling is required in NYC)
- Room decor
- Bathroom supplies, shower curtain
- Dishes/cooking supplies, dish soap
- Television, no larger than 38" (cannot be wall mounted)
- Small radio/speaker/alarm clock
- Laptop & accessories, desk lamp
- Ethernet cord
- Power strip with surge protection
- School supplies
- Clothes steamer
- Prescriptions & medicine cabinet items
- Coffee maker w/ automatic shut off feature
- Basic, small air fryer (toaster oven combo not allowed)
- Renters insurance

### What Not to Bring
- Weapons of any kind (including for decorative purposes)
- Alcohol/drug paraphernalia (including items for decorative purposes such as shot glasses, bottles, water pipes, electronic bongs, etc.)
- Space heaters of any kind
- Halogen lamps, octopus style lamps, candles, oil lamps, incense, pipes, fire crackers, explosives, etc.
- Electric scooters, hover boards, or bikes of any kind
- Weights heavier than 10 pounds
- Electric or heated blankets
- Smoke laden materials, vapes, fog machine, instruments, speakers (DJ equipment)
- Pets of any kind (except approved service animals)
- Toasters, ovens, hot plates, cooking appliances
- Mini-fridges or microwaves, only College provided refrigerators and microwaves are permitted
- Non-College provided furniture or mattresses
- Internet/wireless router
- Wall-to-wall carpeting or carpet tiles
- LED Light Strips or Christmas Lights